Structural organization of interspersed repetitive elements present in the DNA of Mus musculus.
Two-dimensional displays of the restriction fragments from the DNA of Mus musculus revealed a complex species-specific pattern produced from nonsatellite repetitive sequences. The patterns have been used as a guide in the direct purification of a group of broadly interspersed repeated DNA sequences (characterized by a 1350-bp Eco-Bam fragment) that have been studied by molecular cloning, restriction mapping and genomic Southern blotting. These studies show that the cloned representatives originate from an abundant group of sequences that share homology with about 2% of the mouse genome. The sequences do not appear to share homology with mouse-interspersed-family-1 (MIF-1) nor with the major AT-rich satellite sequences of mouse. They appear to be part of a group of larger repetitive elements that is both broadly interspersed and heavily methylated in normal mouse tissue.